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TEXT: iiatthew 27:46 "Hy God, hy God, Why hast Thou forsaken me?"

This rooming's sermon deals with a question that a great many
people ask at one time or another. Wot everyone here will be asking
it this morning. But, if you aren't, you probably have, and if you
haven't, either you or someone you know probably will.

The question, as you may alreaay have guessed, if you have read
your bulletin, is "Where Is God?" This is a question that can be asked
in a great many ways and for a great many reasons, all of which are
important ana need to be taken very seriously; for the answer we get
may well determine the direction of our lives ana the nature of our
faith. So, this morning, I would like to consider at least some of
the ways in which this question comes up and the most appropriate
answers to them.

Sometimes the question is asked by little children in their
insatiable quest for information about the worla in which they live.
"Why is the sky blue?" "Where does the day go when it is night?" "bo
puppies go to heaven?" "where is God?" Questions like these are
frequently asked by children, and they are certainly not easy for adults
to handle. Having become more or less blase' about our surroundings,
v/e no longer ask such tilings, ourselves, And because we don't, we are
usually frustrated—and perhaps a bit threatened—when someone else
does. The danger is that v/e may not really take such inquiries seriously
or recognize the needs that prompt them. In our discomfort, and not
wanting to seem ignorant, v/e too often reply, "Honey, I'm busy; please
don't bother me now." Or, if our unsuspecting spouse is handy, we
might resort to the ultimate parental ploy, "Go ask Mommy J"

In doing so, however, v/e have failed to recognize, much less deal
with, our child's needs, the need for the security that comes from
believing that the world makes sense. "Where is God?", when asked in
this v/ay, reflects a simple and beautiful faith—-a faith that God is
and that baddy or i:ommy will know where. Whatever answer is given at
that time, must not cast doubts on either assumption. To do so v/ould
not only weaken the child's faith but might also create anxieties with
which a very young child is ill equipped to cope. A good answer at this
point must demonstrate 1) that you heard the question, 2) that you take
it seriously, 3) that God is, and 4) that he is available to the child
and not far av/ay in some inaccessible place called "Heaven." "God is
everywhere, Honey," is not a bad ansv/er, especially if it is followed
by, "lie is here right now, and He loves you just like Mommy and Daddy do."

On the other hand, "Where is God?" can also be asked rather
defiantly or cynically by a teen-ager or young adult. We often associate
this type of tiling with the college sophomore, who, goaded on by pseudo-
sophisticated teachers or classmates, comes home at Christmas time and
gleefully horrifies his parents by asserting his new-found agnosticism.






